Awards Ceremony

James Case Speech and Hearing Scholarship
2015 recipient — Julia Cai
2016 recipient — Jacqueline Labaron

Carol Seaholm Tymkowych Memorial Scholarship
2015 recipient — Jessica Meyer
2016 recipient — Alison Thomas

Zilveti Family Fellowship in Honor of Halina J. Zilveti
2015 recipient — Elizabeth Meadows
2016 recipient — Julia Cai

Marilyn Miller Quintana Moline Scholarship
2015 recipients — Yishan Jiao and Beatriz Baragan
2016 recipients — Arianna LaCroix and Jean Gain

Sid P. Bacon Memorial Research Scholarship
2015 recipient — Julia Cai
2016 recipient — Nancy Flores

Ronald E. Youngberg Scholarship
2016 recipients — Megan Licking, Brittany Roscillo, & Gloria Yi

ASU Student Academy of Audiology Award
2015 recipient — Beth Harasha
2016 recipient — Emily Venskytis

ArSHA James Case Student Clinical Award
2016 recipient — Emily Venskytis (AuD)
2016 nominee — Erin Farley (SLP)

ASU Clinical Achievement Recognition Awards
Daniel Bos (AuD), Jeffery Lane (AuD), and Chelsea Freeman (AuD)
Zoe Ziegler (SLP), Chloë Kolaz (SLP), Tifani Wilhelm (SLP), Corrine Ostrovsky (SLP)

Mesa Baseline Rotary Guaymas Volunteer Recognition
Katherine Morrow, Gladys Diaz-Garcia, Laura Shipps, Rachael Krager, Wen-Chieh Ting, Jonathan Lira-Ramirez, Monica Eschagary, Rozela Melgoza
Research Poster Symposium

Self-Reported Cognitive Symptoms in Military Veteran College Students
Kelly Allen (Honors), Tamiko Azuma (Director), & Karen Gallagher

Auditory Localization: Interaction Between Cue Ambiguity and Cross-Modal Bias
Leslie Balderas (ARES), Emily Venskyts, and Dr. Yi Zhou

Longitudinal Use of Language by Activity for Toddlers with Suspected Language Delay
Rachel Dinaso (ARES), Kari Lien, & Dr. Nancy J. Scherer

Peer Perceptions of College Students with and without Speech Sound Disorders
Alexis Felling (ARES) and Dr. Juliet Weinhold

Signal Processing Analysis of Adult Productions of /r/: Beyond F2 and F3
Megan Hirsch (ARES) and Dr. Juliet Weinhold

Neural and behavioral correlates of second language proficiency: An fMRI study of ASL students
Lisa Johnson (ARES), Dr. Yuji Yi, Soren Mickelsen, Dr. Leslie C. Baxter, Pamela Howard, & Dr. Corianne Rogalsky

What You See is What You Get: The Value of Visual information for Bilateral CI Patients
Alissa L. Knickerbocker (ARES), Dr. Michael F. Dorman, & Sarah J. Cook Natale

The Perceptual Learning of Words
Allison Latto (AuD), Dr. Andrea Pittman, and Dr. Beverly Wright.

Ultrasound Imaging of Swallowing Subsequent to Feeding and Myofunctional Interventions
Michelle McKay (Honors) and Dr. Juliet Weinhold (Director)

The Neurobiology of Sentence Comprehension: A functional MRI Study of Late American Sign Language Acquisition
Soren Mickelsen (Honors), Lisa Johnson, Dr. Yuji Yi, Megan Fitzhugh, Pamela Howard, Dr. Corianne Rogalsky (Director)

The Effects of Language Differences on Phonological Acquisition: Past, Present, and Future
Leslie Sato (ARES) and Dr. David Ingram

Scoring Accuracy of Word Recognition Examiners
Jim Schultz (AuD) and Dr. Andrea Pittman

Updates to Adult Vocabulary
Amy Stahl (ARES) and Dr. Andrea Pittman

Effect of a Supplemental Curriculum on Spanish Language Production Measures in Preschool Aged Bilingual Children
Andrea Valentin-Hickey (ARES), Dr. Maria L. Restrepo, & Lourdes Nieto

Paradigm Acquisition in Spanish-Speaking Children
Aaron Whitely (ARES) and Dr. David Ingram

Awards Ceremony

2015-2016 Advanced Research Experience Seminar (ARES) Students
Leslie Balderas, Rachel Dinaso, Alexis Felling, Megan Hirsch, Lisa Johnson, Alissa Knickerbocker, Leslie Sato, Amy Stahl, Andrea Valentín, Aaron Whitely

Graduating SHS Barrett Honors College Students
Self-Reported Cognitive Symptoms in Military Veteran College Students
Kelly Allen (Director: Dr. Tamiko Azuma)

The Role of Visual Attention in Auditory Localization
Leslie Balderas (Director: Dr. Yi Zhou)

Tracking Eye-movement of Human Listeners in a Spatial Localization Task
Nancy Flores (Director: Dr. Yi Zhou)

The Neurobiology of Sentence Comprehension: A functional MRI Study of Late American Sign Language Acquisition
Soren Mickelsen (Director: Dr. Corianne Rogalsky)

Effects of Story Champs and Puente de Cuentos on Bilingual Preschoolers’ Use of Emotional Terms and Ability to Tell Stories
Leslie Sato (Director: Dr. Laida Restrepo)

A Catalog of the Expressive Vocabularies of Seven Preschool Children
Laura Stanovich (Director: Dr. Shelley Gray)

The Effects of Story Champs and Puente de Cuentos on the Maze Usage and Story Retell Abilities of Bilingual Preschoolers
Aaron Whitely (Director: Dr. Laida Restrepo)

Graduating Speech Language Pathology Assistants
Heather Anderson, Sarah Chilson, Laura Doemel, Victoria Dulles, Morgan Gammill Hallie Grothaus, Alanna Jesperson, Lauren Lembeck, Katie Maddox Katherine Obrien, Mikki Rakestrow, Kimberly Ramsey, Catherine Reeves Erin Robertson, Ladan Samiei, Bryanda Silva, Amanda Stone Lauren Swinhart, Taylor Welker

ASU Service Awards

5 years: Myra Schatzki, Jenna Roelle, Sarah Natale
15 years: Dawn Greer
20 years: Robin O-Brien and Paul Quinn
Retiring after 40 years: Michael Dorman